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Casino equipments and slot machine programs

All game machines produced by Belatra company are created and certified for using in game arcades, casinos and clubs. An original system platform with software produced by our company is installed in the game machine.

Jackpot systems

We are ready to offer a wide range of multigame systems that meets different requirements and regulations of our customers and players. All the playsets are formed by well-thought-out principles and are fully being tested in our game arcades.

Game sets
NEOSTAR

Characteristics of the game machine NEOSTAR

«Neostar» is a gaming machine of «Premium» class created for operation in respectable casinos and gaming arcades. A high-tech cabinet is meant for creating a high-comfort game.

- An all-metal cabinet with a high level of security
- A large playing field - two 22" TFT screens
- Touch-control game
- Electronic Keys
- Possibility to work with bills, credit cards, player tracking, ticketing, promotional money, bank money, cashless
- Compatible with Jackpot
- Multi-network connection SAS
- «Select Game» and «AutoStart»
- Two-color indicator of game machine status (a light)
- Left-Hand Game
- Improved sound stereo system
- Low power consumption due to TFT monitors

Height: 1930 mm
Width: 600 mm
Depth: 560 mm

The cabinet can be used together with a designer fireproof pedestal and spencers in different color variants.

There is different variants of game sets for this cabinet.
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RioGrande

Characteristics of the game machine RioGrande

«RioGrande» is a game machine (Slant Top) of «Premium" class. Its functions specifically designed to make the gameplay even more lengthy and enjoyable for a player. A distinctive feature of the cabinet design is the possibility to set identical game machines next to each other. This will allow the operator to manage and support machines quickly.

- An all-metal cabinet with a high level of security
- A large playing field, represented by two screens:
  22 "TFT and 27" TFT Full HD monitors
  - Touch-control game
  - Electronic Keys
- Ability to work with bills, credit cards, player tracking, ticketing, promotional money, bank money, cashless
- Compatible with Jackpot
- Multi-network connection SAS
- Two-color indicator of game machine status (a light)
- Improved sound stereo system
- Individual means of superior comfort (a soft leather gaming place, a specially equipped cell with an insulation for thermal protection - for drinks)
- Easy to set up in a game arcade
  Height: 2050 mm
  Width: 670 mm
  Depth: 820 mm

There is different variants of game sets for this cabinet.
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Modern technologies allow to expand the possibilities of game platforms and to give to customers and players a wider choice of products and entertainment.
The number of machines - from 2 to 127;
Flexibility of settings: the sum of winnings, the number of players in magnitude rates over time (an hour of good luck) by type, currency, languages;
A Hour of Good Luck;
The winning amount credited to the gaming machine;
Customizable access;
Remote control;
The possibility of advertising on the jackpot-board
Calculator
A variety of jackpot-board visual design
Sign - original design of jackpot-board.

A Jpot tournament creates an incredibly spectacular atmosphere of competition and adds even more excitement to players! At the time of drawing a game arcade is being filled with competitive spirit, with intensity of emotions and enthusiasm of visitors. Our system will allow you to conduct unique drawings that will attract players and will satisfy even the most discerning visitors! Tournament is a type of drawing in which a win is awarded after the determined time of the game and is awarded to the player who has reached the best result among all the participants.
Components for game machines

**Boards**
Belatra has own production of game boards.

**Pedestals and spacers**
Pedestals and spacers are designed for all cabinet-type game machines and they help to create a unified composition of machines in a game arcade.

**Sign**
The stylish proprietary sign - a great addition to slot machines of your game hall!
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Components

Boards

“Board” section is represented by the new generation of modern game boards, on which any game sets of Belatra Games production can be installed. Beyond that, Belatra has a modernization solution for the old single-screen Belatra game machines.

VA6
+ SAS: 3-channel
+ Memory size: 2/4 GB
+ Option to replace game sets remotely: yes
+ Number of screens: 2
+ Screen resolution: 1680x1050
+ Game sets: Multi Billionaire, Super Sevens, Super Millionaire, Grand Games, Roulette HD, Roulette 4in1

VA5
+ SAS: 3-channel
+ Memory size: 512 MB
+ Option to replace game sets remotely: no
+ Number of screens: 2
+ Screen resolution: 1024x758
+ Game sets: Multi Millionaire, Roulette, Grand Games

VA4
+ SAS: 3-channel
+ Memory size: 256 MB
+ Option to replace game sets remotely: no
+ Number of screens: 2
+ Screen resolution: 1024x758
+ Game sets: Millionaire 1, Roulette

Mega Game PRO
+ SAS: 3-channel
+ Memory size: 128 MB
+ Option to replace game sets remotely: yes
+ Number of screens: 1
+ Screen resolution: 1024x768
+ Game sets: Millionaire 1, Millionaire 2, Millionaire 3

Mega Game
+ SAS: no
+ Memory size: 16 MB
+ Option to replace game sets remotely: yes
+ Number of screens: 1
+ Screen resolution: 640x480
+ Game sets: Millionaire 1
Game sets
Available on the boards

Multi Billionaire 1
...go to the web page

Grand Games
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Multi Billionaire 2
...go to the web page

Super Sevens
...go to the web page

Multi Vision Super Plus
...go to the web page

Roulette
...go to the web page

Multigame systems for today are the most demanded at the world's gambling market.
Components
Pedestals and spacers

Pedestals and spacers are designed for all cabinet-type game machines and they help to create a unified composition of machines in a game arcade. The main features of accessories are harmonious design, qualitative materials and durable polymer coating. Pedestals are equipped with easily removable doors and places to store gaming components. Ergonomic shape and compact dimensions allow harmonious arrangement of game machines in a gaming club.

Pedestal is made of black polymer coated steel
Lockable compartment for coins on the front panel
Steel footrest
Storage space for the game machine components or other necessities
It is suitable for any Belatra cabinet type game machines
Dimensions (W*D*H): 602x600x

Spacer is made of black polymer coated steel
Form – row
Allows you to place game machines in different compositions: "near the wall", "back to back", etc. Dimensions (W*D*H): 250x400x452 mm

Placement variations of slot machines in the hall
Components

Signs

The stylish proprietary sign - a great addition to slot machines of your game hall!
Spectacular sign complete with a media controller is available in two possible versions: single-sided wall option or double-sided with an additional floor support. These installation options allow you to use a group of machines with the sign in any part of your game hall.
The sign design can be any of your choice. You can choose one of the options of sign external design or create your own unique design together with designers, developers and technologists of Belatra Co.
The sign design has been developed taking into account the features of Belatra slot machines. To display information about the jackpots and prizes the sign construction allows the LCD monitor with any diagonal.
Housing of jackpot sign made of organic glass with a spectacular milling and laser cutting. LED and neon modules are mounted in the housing.
LED modules support 10 different flashing modes, which can be easily changed by remote control. The sign is convenient and easy to install.
Multimedia panel and modules for indoor advertising

«Promo-i» - the multimedia panels and modules that can play audio-visual files in different directions—from simple static screensavers to full movies with sound track.

Innovative control system of our equipment enables:
+ quickly and easily to create media plans;
+ remotely to control and change the advertising content;
+ to implement visual control with the help of web cameras installed in some models;
+ and others.

**PROMO-i-40 & PROMO-i-40c**

- Screen size: 40"
- Display Resolution: 1920x1080 pixels
- Viewing Angle: 178°x 178°
- Image Format: JPG
- Video Encoding: H.264
- Audio Output: minijack
- USB 2.0 - 2 ports
- Ethernet: 10/100 Mbit /s
- Wi-Fi 802.11a, b, g, n
- Free memory: 16GB

**PROMO-i-27 & PROMO-i-27c**

- Screen size: 27"
- Display Resolution: 1920x1080 pixels
- Viewing Angle: 178°x 178°
- Image Format: JPG
- Video Encoding: H.264
- Audio Output: minijack
- USB 2.0 - 2 ports
- Ethernet: 10/100 Mbit /s
- Wi-Fi 802.11a, b, g, n
- Free memory: 16GB
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Contacts

Belatra Co. Ltd
Republic of Belarus,
220113, Minsk, Melezha, 5/1, of.402
Tel.: +375 17 237 22 66
Fax: +375 17 262 54 68
Mob: +375 44 707 38 53 +375 33 314 09 18
E-mail: office@belatra.com

Sales department
Tel.: +375 17 266 47 22
Fax: +375 17 262 54 68
E-mail: belarus@belatra.com
Skype: belatra_belarus

Service Center
Tel.: +375 17 237 22 66

www.belatragames.com